
SENATE.... No. 38T.

In Senate June 10, 1869.

The Special Committee of the Senate, to whom was referred
the House Bill for the “ Regulation of Gas Companies and
the better protection of Con iUmers of Gas,” and the petition

Messrs. Converse, Taylor & Co. and others, in favor of the
passage of the bill, having attended to the duty assigned
them
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Although all persons interested in the question were invited
by notice in the papers, to appear before the Committee on Mer
cantile Affairs, no one except the author of the bill appeared to
question the efficiency of the present law, nor was any doubt
thrown upon the knowledge, ability, fidelity and scrupulous
accuracy of the State Inspector. While it was conceded that
the present law is susceptible of amendment, it was clear to tlr
Committee that although the law has now been in force nearly
eight years, no inconvenience has yet arisen from any of its
real or supposed defects, and that if any amendments may her
after become desirable they will be rather of the nature of an
extension of its provisions than of a change of its principles.

The bill submitted to your Committee proposes radical
changes in the manner of testing gas and meters, and carries
them out with a great variety of needless detail and expense
The whole principle of the bill, if there is any principle in it, is
the burner, which was shown by abundant proof to be an untried
experiment with the gases of the State, and not known theoret
ically or practically, as a just test for any one gas in the State.

The testimony of all experts, the experience shown by a most
extensive legislation on the subject in Great Britain, all reliable
evidence, pointed one way,—that the value of the gas is in
itself, and not in the burner, and that wherever legislation has
specified a burner, it was one strictly adapted to the gas which
was to be tried by it; that the most recent legislation in Eng

land had simply specified the grade of the gas and had left to
the inspectors the selection of the burner by which it was to be
tested ; and that there was no humanpossibility of adapting one
burner to ten, twenty or sixty gases, a large proportion of
which, though of similar illuminating power, were made from
different coals and were of different chemical combination

This point of a fixed burner is of more practical important
than would appear at first sight. As an illustration of this it
was shown in evidence that a burner in the possession of the
Boston Gas-Light Company, like the one described in the bill
when used by the State Inspector for the purpose of testin
Boston gas, reduced its value, which was from 18 to 20 candles
below the standard of the proposed bill, and would make that
company absolutely liable to a fine of $lOO for each day that
they continued to make a gas which, as gas is commonly burned
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)

throughout the United States, is
candle gas, but which is at once

1’ the grade known as 18 to 20
educed below 16 candles when

burned in the proposed burner
not suited to the consumption c
quality. In other words, in ordi
of the proposed bill they must r
such an extent that it can be m
fair test for the gas now made 1
by any one of their consumers,
the quality of the gas would be ;
bills which their consumers woi

•imply because that burner is
übic feet of gas of a high

dor to comply with the provisions
reduce the quality of their gas to
used in a burner which is not a
by them, and which is not in use

The effect of this reduction in
an increase in the amount of the

ould be called on to pay ; and to
set of gas consumed in this burner
would forever prevent the use of

provide by law that 5 cubic fe
should be equal to 16 candles
gases of a higher illuminating power, because 5 feet of such
gases cannot be burned in this burner without smoking.

ihe Committee on Mercantile
Inspector has been printed, giv-
m as to the working of the prea-
that there was in only three of

Since the hearings before
Affairs, the Report of Ihe State
ing much additional informal!
ent law. From this it appears
the cities and towns of the State sufficient curiosity or complaint
as to the quality of the gas supplied to them to lead to a special
application for the services of the Inspector. It also appears
from other inspections made for his own information, with such
test burners as he pleased, without the intervention of any
officer of any gas company, that he had tested “nearly all the
illuminating gases offered for sale by the companies in the State,
and in every case found them above the legal standard,” and
that he had inspected most of the meters in use.

Your Committee are aware that denunciation of the extortions
of gas companies is a very simple and popular way to gain pub-
lic notoriety. Recent investigations in New York disclosed, on

■mous profits obtained by sellingthe part of one corporation, eno
gas of a low value at a high pri
chusctts companies, it should hi
respecting their manufacture or
Committee.

:e. But, in justice to the Massa-
stated that no similar evidence
their profits was offered to the

In regard to the petitioners who have asked the passage of

the proposed law—for the reason it is better adapted for their
protection than the law of 1861—it must be they did not give
the subject that careful consideration which all petitions should
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receive before signatures are placed upon them. After the sig

nature of N. B. Mansfield, follows, “provided they do not sell
out,” showing evidently he did not know what he was signing.

One gentleman informed your Committee he “signed the peti-
tion to get rid of Mr. Nash, who presen

It is sufficient to say that no one can carefully compare th
present law, which applies to every gas consumer and every gas
lompany in the State, with the proposed substitute, which

leaves the whole subject of gas and meter inspection in one-half
of the State dependent upon the action or non-action of the city
jr town authorities, and not see that the gas consul

better protected now than they would be under the proposed
bill, and that the justice which is done to the gas companies in
the law of 1861 is denied to them in this substitute. You
Committee, desirous of obtaining all the information possible

on the subject of the proposed law, forwarded copies of the
same, with copies of the law it now stands on the statute
book, to the following gentlem n, acknowledged as experts in

Professor Henry Wertz, Newgas science in this country
York; Professor Benjamin Silliman, New Haven; Professor
P. H. Storee, Boston; M. L. Callender, Esci., New York,
editor of “ Gas-Light Journal

Copy of Letter—addressed as abovq noted.7
Boston, May 31, 1869,

Deae Sik :—We forward to your address by to-day’s mail copies
of the law now in force in this State for the inspection of gas, ga;

meters, etc., and of a substitute for it which has recently passed the
House of Representatives, and has been referred in the Senate to a
Special Committee consisting of the undersigned. So far as we can
ascertain, the opinion ofexperts here is against the proposed substi
tute for the present law; but as the matter is one which so largely
affects both gas consumers and gas companies, we are desirous of
obtaining the fullest information possible. Will you have the kind
ness, therefore, at your earliest convenience, to give us the benefit
ofyour judgment on the following point

1. Are you familiar with the testing of illuminating gas and the
legislation connected with the subject

Have you ever seen the burner described in the sth section of
the proposed law, and which is called, we believe, the Birmingham
burner ?
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It you have seen it, have you ever tested any gas with itV

1. Do you know whether it is, or is not, a fair test for a 16 candle

ner, w

not the companies which make 18 to 20 candle gas be obliged tc
reduce the grade of their gas, so that it could be tested by tl

by each

I). w

wer of 1
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rily, obtain inspecto■v

knovwith the reqt
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,ts of all parties cont tl10. In general, do you think t
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are under the present law
We remain, y fr Vnr

A.MUEL D. CliA
G. Pollard,

Senate Committt\L i/
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f the power of that burner tcmade in Mr. Nash s present

burn a high grade of gas.
the informationFrom the foregoing the Sen

le to test the different
that no one kind of a burnt
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kinds of gas made by the different gas companies in this Com-
monwealth. The “ Birmingham ”burner was made for the gas
of the city of Birmingham, which was 14 candle gas, and it is
impossible to burn 5 feet per hour of a 20 candle gas without
smoking. Mr. Stimpson informs us he could pass but 4.25
cubic feet per hour through it without smoking, and when he
passed 5 cubic feet he had a long smokey flame eight inches
above the chimney. Your Committee are fully satisfied that
the bill is crude, inconsistent and unjust; that its principles are
at variance with the results of all recent scientific investiga-
tions of this obscure subject, and that it ought not to pa

3AMUEL D. CRANE,
J. G. POLLARD,

Special Committee of the Senate.
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No. 26 Pine Street, New York, >

June 4, 1809. j
To the Honorable Committee of the Men lachusetts Slate Senate

Gentlemen :—I have the honor tosubmit replies to the questions you have
laid before me.

Your first question is: “Are you familiar with the testing of illuminating
gas, and the legislation on the subject?” In the former I claim to be an
expert. I assisted in drafting the bill recently proposed to the New York
Legislature for regulating illuminating gas.

Your second question is substantially: “Have you seen the so-called
Birmingham burner

■d as a test burner in this country. It
without smoke, gas of more than 13 or

It has not, so far as I know, been us
is wholly unadapted, however, to burn
14 candle power, chiefly in consequen of its small internal diameter, (but
half an inch at the top.) Our largest gas company, the Manhattan, whose
standard ranges about 15 candles, use a test burner which has a diameter of
throat of 0.66 inch. Considerable confusion is introduced into the printed
documents sent me by you, by designating this burner constantly as the

•red Act of Parliament specifies th“ parliamentary burner,” whereas no gt
burner.

with itThird question. I have not tested gai
test for such gas, for the plain reasonFourth question. It cannot be a fair
properly a gas of this gradethat it cannot supply air enough to burn
:ral testimony of gas engineers, it 1Fifth question. According to the gen

ir 16 candle gas with a burner of thimpracticable to measure even 15 <
dimensions, much less 18 or 20. Lr I strangely misapprehend or inisin-

terpret, the whole proposed law, with section 5, would, without doubt, be

impracticable and inoperative.
Sixth question. The meaning of the question is not clear to me. It it is

meant to ask whether a burner exists which would indicate whether a special

gas would give 16-candle power, or more or less, with another burner, the

answer is No. The enormous difference in the indicating of different burners

has long been a matter of notoriety among those familiar with gas. For

ESSOR WURTZ

APPEX D I X.

REPLY OF PROI'
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I

The London Board of Gas 11lit lently adopted for lo
he proportion of 11
t 89 ; but, with cann

amj
a new Argand test burner, y

T, while a common fish-tail burrandlc Iix

as, they state that this proportion is more than reversed; for while the ne
Argand gives with this 100, the comm ail gives 118. It appears that

the Act of Parliament vaguely directs a 15 hole 5 foot Argand, with 7-inc■inch
himney, admitting the widest variation in internal diameter. Hence much•rr

trouble and confusion regarding test burners. It has been cln claim'

aid be used similar to the burners most qenerallv in use Iburner
the first stepnily. If so, the first step should be to ascertain what form of burr

d common use. Certainly not the Birmingham. Other
companies are entitled to use as a test
and that consumers should conform. These are mooted points

much examination. If means v ie (s

18-ear lie) gas very
cl, als<

nat the sixth question may hav n
s with the same burner at equal consumpition of five feet per

hour. If so, the reply must still be most positively in
•parent from the facts already present

'eventh question. It is not. Suitably

:ould rarely, and, with no certainty

gas chemists and analysts. No test of capacity or qualification is mentioned
In the minority report, salaries of 81,000 to 83,000 are mentioned. N81
mch c mid be obtained at the latter sum; few for any sum. One famili

with the delicacies and difficulties of gas analysis
hemists, skilful in
heme as one of the bare possibilities of the future, but of a future still far

ahe
Eighth question. The reply Is included virtually in that to the last qv

tion. AVithout uniformity of inspectors, how could there be any of tlx
mspei

Ninth question. Competent
luch exact and conclusiv

tests, that no appeal could reasonably hold
I believe that no system of inspection coi

tul and permanent unless placed under control of men whose high position
the world of science would furn
incorruptibility; provided, also, with salaries of the most liberal amount
Inspec

Ten
Section 3 of t

ton-

, provided with standa
to bo essential. Who is ti

I believ

many d n
.11 each ini

There are no efficient or even specific regulations in the proposedipocific
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tc■ The mass of consumers are more interested in knowing that the article
and nd purity, than even in getting an artic

of a little higher grade, just as they pr to burn a coal which is pure and
uniform to one of higher heating pow but full of sulphur and and clinkers.
The proposed law would give them little assurance as to purity and uniformity
whilst the higher cost of more candl power would more
specially in small towns with f the smalmsumor
scale,) the cost of manufacturing i n

The enforcement, uniformly, of 16-cand vital
ur prodii' 1 town

and localities not upon tide-water. C Mn
from the coal-producing centres, and th
which tends so powerfully to depreciat the gas, f port the

as hasty,adoption of such a regulation through it the State of Massacl:
indeed highly unjust

In conclusion, after an exhaustiv f all questions involved, I must
state myr conviction that theproposed w is full of impracticabilities, and that
its adoj: and a
retrograde step into the dark ages of Icgii

I am, gentlemen, with high ispect

HENRY WURTZ
Chemical Expert.il and Af

Boston, June 9, 1861

Since the above was written, I have had an opportunity to test an authentic
Birmingham burner, made by Ldgg, of London, and obtained from him by
Mr. Greenotjgh, of the Boston Gas-Light Company. Its principal measure-ur

ments I found as folio-

1.1 inch.Diameter

ill ner, atabout 20-The Bos
neth

r the
v\

pliotoi
identi'

Otl

ut

with those already reported independently by Professor Sii.liman, that I shall

.t occupy space with them here. Respectfully,it occupy s( HENRY WURTZ,

part
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[B.

REPLY 01 ROI SSOE SILLIMAN

Boston, June 7, 1869.

Hon. Samuel D. Grant Hoi J. G. Pollard, Mi Senate
C

Dear Sirs :—ln ans
honor, after mature refl

Ist of May, I have the
To the first, second,

and third questic
sixth, seventh, an<

To the fourth, fifth
ve; and with

your permission I will ;on

for the opinion. T
Argand burner, ad

■tioular form of

adapted to develop the i
ham, England. The ga:
power of fourteen candl

city of Birming'
n illuminating

the Act of Parliament. But this
burner is not never been
adopted by th London. I have applied this

on, Eoxbury and Dorchester, inburner as a means of testir
company with the Massachusetts, to whose courtesy I was

an authentic copy of this Birminghamindebted for the oppi
burner.

At Eoxbury, I four
when tested by this 1

candle power of 16,10,
red to me, and my judgmentarr

was confirmed by that
die gas, being in our j
sumption during our e
which point the flame
ney. The burner was
power of this gas.

h better than a sixteen can-if

teen candles. The con-
y as possible five feet, (4.97) at

least three inches above the chim-
iapted to develop the illuminating

a iq;
ry

At Dorchester, the same burn veloped a power of 14.68 candles; and
lommon form of parliamentary burner,when placed in contra

the Birmingham burnt
tw ior

inasmuch as by the second the
power of the gas was 14 34

In Boston, at the ph
portunity to bring the
form of Parliamentary
in this city. Wo foun
feet of the Boston gas

if the State Inspector, I had the op-
ler into comparison with an ordinary

ot it

A ,nd th the ordinary form of fish-tail in use

more than four cubic
with this dimin-

ished consumpti hove the top of the chimney
The corrected June, 16.61 on

iumption of 4.1 1 up to five feet, by the ordinary

By the same partial
illuminating power of

ave for the Dorchester gas anaentary burnei
14.94 candles we obtained from the Boston gas nine-

Dr. Letheby as best
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teen candles; and by the ordinary fish-tail burner commonly in use in this
ity, and marked for six feet, although reduced by our experiments to lesi

than five cubic feet, (say 4.69,1 the It n-rected by the
ordinary ru Tested by the

Birmingham bi lace, the Boston gas was found to
possess an illuminating power of only 16.60 candles. It m
to any person from the simple inspection of these results that the Birmingham
burner is very ill-adapted to general use, and that it is restricted in point of
fact to a gas not exceeding an illuminating power of fourteen candles—that
when employe
city gas-light company it is found lamentably deficient, and would result
practically, were it adopted as the legal standard, in compelling this company
to reduce t n

a clear loss of 21 per cent, to the consumer red,
would not 1 obtained as in th
increased amount of the bills which must be paid for a larger consumption of

of illumination. In other
ne amount of light at leastpay for tliwords, the consume

,n tl26 per cent, more tl
The results abov the accuracy of■I in

Dr. Letheby's statement that the Birmingham burner, so-called, is best
and equally convincing that this burner is veryadapted for 14-can

poorly adapted to develop the power of richer gases than that for which it
was desigr

ve cubic feet to be consumed per hour in this burner,As the law requ

it is impossible to ad pt it to gases of different chemical combinations, many
3n, demand a largerof which, owing to the peoulia:

volume of air than others for the most complete development of the lighthi
which they are capal No one will dispute the proposition

It that thethat every consumer of gas is entitle
article for which he pays is capable of affording, and fortunately at this point
the interest of the n

iinary fish-tailThe results obtaine
ict per hour gave anburner, consul

illuminating power of candles, which was nearly candles more than
was obta
Birmingham burner is capable of consuming. Here plainly is a loss to con-

sumers by this com]:
tent inspectorThe skill whiel

of gas is not easily obtained, and the number of persons thus qualified in this
country i;

thereIn th
t is certainlylit t

possible that an incompetent person may be appointed to tms omcc.

In answer to the tenth question I would very respectfully suggest that in

my humble judgment, the proposed law is a very inadequate provision for the

purposes which it contemplates, and an imperfect exhibition of the present

state of knowledge on the important subject of the manufacture and distnbu-

the Boston

an interior art
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tion of gas, and that its passage would not be creditable to the intellio-enc
of the enlightened Commonwealth, whose interest it is intended to protect

B. SILLIMAN,

rc
REI ’LI OF PROFESSOR STOREI

132 Teem nt Street, Boston, June 2, 1
Messrs. S. D. Cbani J. G. Pollard, Massachusetts Senate Co\,nd C

Dear Sirs :—Y
the testing of ilium

r of Ma^y1 1, propi
hand yesterday, together with copiesgas, came t<

Inspection c
a;

of the State law “ I
stitute for that law.

Meters, etc.,” and the proposed sub-

I gather fron
tions. I would

Ist. That I a

are cate answers to the ques
her ;fc

r familiar with
n to the laws

gas testing, and that I have paid a
ngland, France and America,certain amour

which relate to that
2d, 3d and 4th. I have seen a speoir a of the so-called Birmingham burn

er, but have never tested any gas with (so far as I now remember.) Speak
ing in general terms, I may say that I not esteem it a proper burner for
testing 16-candle gas. From the pech ar construction of the burner it would
be, apriori , unfit for testing high grad made in Scotland, and
in several American cit

sth. I think they would. In other w rds, I do not believe that gases of
18 or 20-oaudle power can be fairly tc i with the Birmingham biite

6th. No. For eacl:

T, antlur

11 be iust,t

tli latter to completely consume theenc

quantity of the
a still greater extent it depends upon

t 16-candle gas differ widely asthe qu
to the! position I mean. Hence, whenever
a new kind of gas is
to find the burner b

ifactured new xperiments have to be made in orderi;
!St SUlt

A burner 1 nge of adaptability for burning differentkinds
; from a broad Argand burner, provided withtroi

) by fitting to its air-due
by wl air might be diminished or increased at will. Such a

Prof, of General and Applied Chemistry Yale C

ding that par-
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burner, however, could only give a certain approximation to the best results.
It would, in most instances, be only a rough substitute for the best burner.

7th. Outside the large cities, I do not think it would be easy to find many
persons properly fitted to be inspectors of gas.

Bth. I do not believe that a uniform inspection of gas could be secured
throughout the State by the passage of the proposed law.

9th. The right of appeal from the decision of a gas inspector should surely
be allowed the gas companies. Gas inspectors, no matter how expert, would
still be human beings, with human liability to error.

10th. The proposed law seems to me to be inferior to the existing law. I
should state, however, that I fail to see the meaning or significance of some
portions of the proposed law. Such, for example, as the section relating to
burners (§ 5).

With much respect, I remain,
Your obedient servant,

FRANK H. STOKER.

[D ]

New York, June 5,1869.
Hon. Samuel D. Crane and Hon. J. G. Pollard, Mass. Senate Committee.

Dear Sirs :—Owing to my absence from the city your communication of
May 31st has remained unanswered. Presuming that you require an early
answer, I shall therefore do so now, and necessarily very briefly, and without
taking the time to fortify myself with references to authorities I would do
were more time at my command.

You will find the answers to your questions serial.
First question.— Answer. I am.
Second question.— Answer. I liav
Third question.—Answer. I have.
Fourth question.—Answer. It is not a fair test for 16 candle gas. The

Birmingham burner was gotten up for the special purpose of testing gas at

Birmingham, England, because it gave the best results with the gas of that
locality. This gas was less than 16 candles, generally about 12 to 14 candle
power.

Fifth question.—Answer. If this burner were adopted as a test burner for

all gases, companies making 16 to 20 candle gas, in order to have a fair test,
wouldrequire to reduce the grade of their gas, and consequently increase the

amount of gas consumed by each customer. It would be very unjust, and a

great hardship to compel gas companies making a high grade of gas—of, say,

16 or 20 candle power—to test it with the Birmingham burner. In fact, the

true candle power of the gas could not be obtained with said burner.

REPLY OF M. L. CALLENDER.
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Sixth question. —Answer. Gases of different chemical combinations, but
having an :l luminating power of 1G candles, cannot be properly tested by
any one burner. The burner that will give a correct result with the different
conditions above mentioned has not yet been invented.

Seventh question. —Answer. There are but few men in the United States
fully qualified to test the quality and purity of i'Uiminating gases. Hence it
would be impossible to find inspectors having the requisite chemical and
scientific knowledge in many of the towns now lighted with gas.

Eight question.— Answer. The passage of the proposed law now before
the State Se'nate of Massachusetts would not secure a uniform inspection of
gas throughout the State, for the reasons stated in the last answer.

Ninth question.—Answer. There should be an umpire or some tribunal of
appeal from the decision of an inspector. If the inspector’s decision is final,
grave abuse of so great a power would be likely to occur.

Tenth question.—Answer. We have examined the present law and the pro-
posed substitute in a critical and impartial manner, and are unable to see
where the interests of all parties concerned wmuld be better protected by the
substitute. On the contrary, should it become a lawT , we can see where much
injury may occur to innocent parties—even those it is intended to benefit. It
will, without reasonable notice, place a great and unreasonable expense and
burden upon the gas companies, without any real gain to the consumers of
gas, but rather a loss, inasmuch as they now obtain a given amount of light
with more economy, from the quality of gas generally furnished them, than
they could from a higher grade of gas. The question of economy for heating
purposes is on the side of low candle gas.

Some of the advantages of low candle gas compared to high grade gas are,
the freedom from glare, so hurtful to sight, and the health of nervous people:
the better diffusion of light, without the necessity of interposing globes, shades
and other media, which act only by annulling or reducing the candle power,
as much in some cases as 50 per cent., seldom less than 10 or 20 per cent.;
the freedom from smoke and soot, and injury to furniture, etc.; the perma-
nence or stability of the candlepporerwr er in cold weather, etc.

The change in candle potver proposed would burden the people with the
expense of an entire change of burners, or it would cause great Inconvenience,
and much damage would occur to walls, hangings and furniture from the soot
or free carbon thrown down.

Most respectfully, &c
M. L. CALLENDER.
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From the Report (printed in the London “ Journal of Gas Light-
ingf May 16, 1865,) of a Hearing before a Committee of the
House of Lords, on the Hanley Gas Rill.

Testimony op Thomas Hawksley, Esq., C. E,
“ 1 am a civil engineer in very larj

gas and water works. My experience
places beyond. I am in the habit of
operations of companies when establish
to the probabilities of success. * *

ge practice, especially with respect to
extends all over this country, and to
laying out works, superintending the

icd, and of advising new companies as
I have great experience in pho-

tometrical operations. With respect to the Birmingham burner, when it is
applied to gas of high quality it is a failure. That is al4 candle gas burner
and it developes the light of a gas that contains as much carbon as will give a
light equal to fourteen candles. But, if a company should be supplying a gas
of 1G candles, that burner will not exhibit the whole amount of the light that
is contained in the gas. AVhat I wish particularly to express is this, that the
burner does not create the light in any degree. It may repress the light by
not admitting a sufficient quantity of atmospheric oxygen to the flame, or by
admitting too much to the flame—that is to say, by not being properly pro-
portioned to the quality of the gas—but it cannot increase it. It is just like
any excise question. Assume the case of wine: you may by a bad process not
discover the true quantity of alcohol that there is in a particular quality of
wine, but you may by a better process discover that true quantity. As a
matter of course the excise would be entitled to the best mode of ascertaining
it. So in respect to gas, the carbon is the alcohol of gas, so to speak, and all
we have to do is to ascertain by the most perfect means we can, what quantity
of carbon the company sends out in its gas, because carbon is the vehicle of
light; it is not the light itself, but by ignition in a proper manner it becomes
the vehicle of light. We have here a remarkable instance of a burner con-

forming to the ordinary description of a parliamentary burner [producing a

burner]. This Is a 15-hole Argand burner, the ordinary kind of burner
described in most Acts of Parliament, but it is so badly proportioned that,
with 12-candle gas, it gives the light of three candles. Here is another
burner, also conforming to the Act of Parliament, but better proportioned,
which will develop the light of 14-candle gas and show it to be 14 candles.
In testing the quality of gas by a photometer, it requires that the operation
should be made by a person of experience, and by trying a number of burners

till you discover the one that is adapted to the particular quality of gas. It is

just as 1 have described before; it is the same as discovering the true percent-

age of alcohol in the bottle of wine. You do not put a percentage of alcohol

in a bottle of wine; you only find what is there. Ascertaining the quality of

gas is a very delicate operation by that means, but it is one that is easily ac-

quired. Ido not think the experiments of a man who had no experience
could be depended upon. You might deceive him in a minute. If you took
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him out of the room and brought him back again without effecting any changi
except by simply altering the position of the disc, he would not, if he tried tli
gas again, come within two or three candles of the same result. Still it is not
a very difficult thing to acquire; but the eye must be educated, and a man
requires proper experience and instruction. There are a great number of
nice adjustments required; first of all, the meter must be adjusted to deliver
precisely five cubic feet in an hour, neither more nor less. The pressure of
the gas must be properly regulated so as not to vary during the time of oper-
ation. The burner must be adapted to the particular quality of gas to be
tested. The disc must be of good quality, because and [if?] it is not of a
proper and good quality, you cannot make a nice observation, and then the

The candle has to be weighed, and
ailar manner; because if the candle

eye must be trained to perform the task
not only that, it must burn in a partii
tails off in smoke, as a matter of coursi

the materiel of the candle, without a pn
candle. So at the other end of the phi

i there is too large a consumption of
iper development of the light of the
itometer, if the gas tails off in smoke

the same result follows with regard to it. * * * * A company cannot
use a burner which is favorable to itself; that is utterly impossible. A burner
may be used which is unfair to the company, because it will not develop the
quantity of light that is in the gas. It is utterly impossible to make it tt
good. Usually, I should say bat’s-wing burners are used, and for this reason
there is no glass attached to them, and therefore there is no breakage. It was
not the object of Parliament in defining a burner to have one fixed standard;
all that they wanted to provide was, that the gas should be burned with an
Argand burner with 15 holes and a seven inch chimney; it left everything
else to the discretion of the part

Testimony op Thomas G. Barlow, Esq.
“ I am a civil engineer, and am mainly consulted in reference to gas-works.

1 have been engaged in that capacity upwards of thirty years, and have my-
arious parts of the kingdom. *self erected above fifty gas-works in v

These photometric operations are very
inexperienced persons. Supposing tin
the gas, and imposing penalties if it is
of Hanley will have the same protectic

delicate, and cannot be conducted by
i corporation have the power of testing
not of a certain standard, the people
m as exists in London.”

Testimony of Dr. Letheby
“I am Professor of Chemistry at t

health to the city of London, and gai
b Loudon Hospital, medical officer ot
analyst to the Corporation of London.

I have held that office for thirteen years. I have heard the evidence of Mr.
Hawksley, particularly on the photometer, Argand burner and the illuminat-
ing power of gas. I agree, to a large extent, with the opinions expressed by
him—without any material difference. I quite agree with what he says in
this respect, that the burner does not in any way produce the light of the
gas, and that companies are entitled to the best means of educing the light of
the gas. * * * To take the example ofthe Birmingham burner at the present
time: it is suited for 14-candle gas—indeed, it was at my recommendation
that that particular measurement was adopted; but if the company give 15-
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the I the company do not

very delicate test. It is exactly as M It is nc
learn, but v
does req the expen-

arrect result wouldments that was not prop
.irner. * * * * * Whilefollow ; the same with regard to tl

the company give 14-cand the true
than 14 candles, the burner dcamount of light they give.

Jit. On the other hand, ifnot show it, and t
rner would be tothe

The burner Ishow still less, and tl
used w an

As a general
like 1 candle.

inch; it
question, if you tes

But I have known
in illuminating po 1

it anything
there was no

w
difference of opinionTlVqueue

le, to alter the quality of gas by
pinion amongst those best quali-
iss any lodgment upon it. The

to w
1. Tcousum

fied to iud:
iquired, but the effect of thedifference of opinion is r

change. I have never c.
periments by that means

unpany with falsifying ex-

the Chemistry of Gc;/iExtract from a paper by Dr. L
Association of Gas Managelight

May 31, 1
You will s I tcirner

every qi
vlated. * * * It

it be selected to
an hour, is t

surement it
■ive the ui

burner can be specif

• i

Extract from the Report to the Court of Common Council, of the
D » -Oil ..

/.
i 1\ 4- I All ///1M

Special Gas Committee on the passage of the City of Land

Gas Bill, ISO:
“ The Board of Trade are to appoint referees, who are from time to time

to prescribe the mode to be adopted for testing and recording the illuininat-
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mg power of the gas. The only limitations upon the discretion of the
referees in this respect are that the burner is to be such as shall be most suit-

atest amount of light, and be praoti-able for obtaining from the gas tl
cable for use by the consumer.”

[II.]

From the Appendix to Report from the Select Committee on Me-
tropolis Gas Rill [1867]. Appendix, No. 4.

Alphabetical table, showing the minimum illuminating power prescribed by
Parliament from 1856 to 1866 (both years inclusive).

Summary of 189 Acts.
1 Act prescribing ......9 candles.

23 Acts “ 10 “

4 “ « 11 “

40 “ “ 12 “

7 “ “ ..’.... 13 “

68 “ “ 14 «

4 “ “ 15 “

6 “ “ 16 “

4 “ “ 18 “

1 Act (Liverpool) prescribing . . . . 20 “

2 Acts (Metropolis and Dewsbury) . 12 and 20 “

29 “ illuminating power not named.

[

Copy of Correspondence oith State Inspector of Ga
COMMONWEALTH IP MASSACHUSETTS.

Senate Chamber, Boston, )

June 4, 1869. C
F. E. Stimpson, Esq., State Impede of Ga.

Sir :—We learn Mr. N. C. Nash, an
terday with a burner which they calle
Please inform us if this is the same kin

1 Mr. Hill, called at your office yes-
d the standard Birmingham burner.
1 of burner as described in the bill

now before the Senate, and also the result of the test you made of said burn
er, the amount of gas you passed throng
in candles as the result. An early reply

h it per hour, and quality of the gas
will much oblige

Yours truly,

S. D. CRANE,
J. G. POLLARD.

I.

Special Committee of the Senate
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Office of Gas Insi 'Ection, 313 Washinton St., )

ton, June 5, 1869.B
Hon. S. D. Crane and J. G. Pollard, al Cc if the SenahS

Gents. ;—Messrs. Nash and Hill were here jn the 3d inst. and brought a
;r. I only took a few measure-burner purporting to be the Birmingham burr

ments of it, viz., the external diameter at the top, the internal diameter of
the top, and the diameter of the holes. Tht were close approximations to

I told them, the diameter ofthe dimensions described in the bill; though,
the holes seems to be a trifle less, by about T 1 incl

T
They had not been able to procure a chimn of two inches in diametera

irst, to see how much of BostonThe only experiments I tried with it were, £

as could be burned in it without smoking, (w lich I found to bo about feet
with 5 cubic feet per hour, whenper hour,) and second,how much it would smoke

s above the top of a chimney.
;t that time, either with that

it showed a long, smoky flame of about 8 inch
I made no test of the candle-power of the gas
burner or any other.

Eespectfully yours
FEED. E STIMPSON,

State Inspector of Gas and Mete




